Fresh❘ Dairy

Cream

Of The Crop
THE DAIRY CATEGORY IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT IN
EUROPEAN RETAIL. USING DATA FROM IRI, ESM EXAMINES HOW
MACROECONOMIC FACTORS SUCH AS PRICE INCREASES ARE
IMPACTING SALES IN THIS IMPORTANT SEGMENT.

W

hile dairy is considered
a staple in most households, global dairy
prices have proved
volatile in recent years,
with most of the past year seeing a price
surge as a result of a fall in production in
fourth-quarter 2016 and first-quarter 2017.
Analysts have suggested that these gains
may lessen in the coming months, given that
global dairy supply remains strong – some-

thing that will, hopefully, bring stability to
dairy prices. An EU agricultural outlook
report from December predicts significant
growth in milk production in 2018, thanks
to recoveries in Germany and France, however, further volatility cannot be ruled out.

Market Data
According to data from retail and FMCG
market-intelligence company IRI (MAT end
of November 2017) for six key European

MEVGAL TO EXHIBIT AT GULFOOD 2018

MEVGAL will participate in the international
exhibition GULFOOD 2018, which is considered the largest and most important food
exhibition in the Middle East region.
GULFOOD will be held at the World Trade
Center in Dubai, United Arab Emirates between
the 18th and the 22nd of February 2018.
With a history of more than 60 years in the
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art of making dairy products,
and having more than 170
products in its portfolio,
MEVGAL is one of the largest
and oldest dairy industries in
Greece. Visit Hall 2 / Stand B2-2 at GULFOOD and find everything about
MEVGAL and its delicious products!

markets – the UK, Italy, France, Greece,
Germany and the Netherlands – the overall
trend in dairy is one of marginal volume
declines and price increases.
In fact, Germany was the only market in
which Total Dairy volumes went up
(+0.4%), with the UK (-1.8%), Italy (2.0%), France (-0.6%), Greece (-1.3%) and
the Netherlands (-0.4%) all seeing declines.
Price increases were most pronounced in
Germany (+10.7%) and the Netherlands
(+6.0%).
Price evolution was most pronounced in
the butter category, which saw prices rise by
a fifth (19.5%) in the UK, a quarter
(24.9%) in the Netherlands, and a whopping two fifths (39.3%) in Germany, however, the impact on volume sales was not as
pronounced as you might think. Notably,
butter’s price inflation fell more among private labels than national brands.
Of all the dairy categories, cheese appears
to be the strongest performer, seeing volumes decline in just one of the markets covered (the UK, where it fell by 2.0%). Milk,
the largest segment within the dairy sector,
recorded a drop in volumes overall, with
only the Netherlands bucking the trend.
Let’s take a look at what IRI’s data tells us
about dairy sales patterns across Europe.

UK: Lower Promotional Activity
Amidst Rising Prices
Dairy volumes were 1.8% lower in the period, according to IRI, with declines seen
across all categories: Total Milk went down
by 1.7%, Total Yoghurt saw a 2.2%
decline, Total Cheese went down by 2.0%,
and Total Butter declined by 4.6%.
Total Dairy has experienced volume
decline in the UK for the past two years,
while value is recovering slightly, following
declines in 2015. Value is growing ahead of
volume, mainly as a result of fewer promotions and price increases. In all the major
categories, there has been a decline in promotions, and where promotions do take
place, the ‘depth of deal’ is not pronounced.
In the UK’s Butters & Spreads category,
value growth is occurring in Butter, but
Spreads remain flat. Private label is growing
in this category, but manufacturer brands
are stagnant. Brands that are promoting,
however, seem to be having some effect. For
example, the Lurpak and Anchor spread-

Dairy❘Fresh

Dairy Product Sales Performance

Stability Dairy production is
expected to increase this year

able-butter brands increased their off-shelf
support, resulting in a small sales increase.
Cheese, which saw a 2.3% price increase,
is seeing a very positive performance, with
leading manufacturers either growing or
remaining relatively flat. Everyday cheese
and sliced and grated cheese are all growing,
however, there have been declines in the
Cheese Snack category (mainly kids’ snacks).
Yoghurt, meanwhile, is finding the going
tough. For more than three years, the category has experienced decline, both in terms
of value and volume, while volume is declining at a faster rate.
In terms of the UK milk market, private
label has proven itself to be a significant
player, accounting for 67% of value and
77% of volume sales. Where sales are
increasing the most is in the non-dairy alternatives category, wherein non-dairy fresh
milk has grown its volume sales by 7.0%.

Volume-sales evolution versus year ago (in %)
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Total Dairy
Total Milk
Total Yoghurt
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Total Dairy - Private Label
Total Butter - Private Label
Total Milk - Private Label

-1.8%
-1.7%
-2.2%
-2.0%
-4.6%
-1.8%
2.3%
-1.8%

-2.0%
-3.6%
-1.3%
0.3%
-6.5%
-0.5%
-9.7%
-3.4%

-0.6%
-3.6%
-2.0%
0.4%
-1.3%
-1.7%
-6.0%
-6.3%

-1.3%
-2.3%
3.0%
4.8%
-3.2%
5.4%
3.5%
9.4%

0.4%
-0.7%
-0.5%
1.9%
-1.4%
0.0%
-3.2%
-2.2%
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1.5%
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-0.8%
-2.9%
-6.0%
-4.7%

Value-sales evolution versus year ago (in %)
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Total Dairy
Total Milk
Total Yoghurt
Total Cheese
Total Butter
Total Dairy - Private Label
Total Butter - Private Label
Total Milk - Private Label

1.2%
-0.1%
-0.2%
0.3%
14.0%
2.4%
38.8%
0.2%

0.6%
-2.5%
-1.3%
1.8%
6.2%
4.7%
7.3%
-2.5%

1.1%
-1.5%
-1.1%
1.7%
6.1%
-0.4%
2.1%
-5.2.%

1.5%
-5.0%
1.1%
5.6%
-0.2%
0.6%
10.3%
1.9%

11.2%
16.7%
3.0%
6.9%
37.4%
15.9%
47.3|%
19.1%

5.6%
2.5%
1.5%
2.4%
-0.8%
9.4%
25.6%
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Price ( /kg) evolution versus year ago (in %)
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GREECE

GERMANY

NL

Total Dairy
Total Milk
Total Yoghurt
Total Cheese
Total Butter
Total Dairy - Private Label
Total Butter - Private Label
Total Milk - Private Label

3.0%
1.6%
2.0%
2.3%
19.5%
4.2%
35.6%
2.1%

2.7%
1.2%
-0.1%
1.5%
13.5%
5.2%
18.8%
0.9%

1.7%
2.1%
0.9%
1.2%
7.5%
1.3%
8.6%
1.2%

2.9%
-2.8%
-1.8%
0.8%
3.1%
-4.6%
6.6%
-6.9%

10.7%
17.6%
3.5%
4.9%
39.3%
15.9%
52.1%
21.7%

6.0%
12.6%
4.2%
-3.3%
24.9%
12.7%
33.6%
59.9%

Period: MAT End of November 2017
Channel Coverage:
UK: Major multiples (hypers/supers and convenience formats), independent grocers, and
co-ops. Italy: Hypermarkets, supermarkets and small supermarkets. France: Hypermarkets
and supermarkets, click-and-collect, hard-discount and convenience stores. Greece:
Hypermarkets, supermarkets (two or more cashiers), mainland and Crete (islands excluded). Germany: Grocery stores >= 200 sqm (supermarkets, hypermarkets, soft discounters,
hard discounters). Netherlands: Supermarkets and hard discounters
Source: IRI, InfoScan.

with Total Dairy down 2.0%, according to
the IRI data. In most cases, this is as a result
of price increases, however, the Total
Yoghurt category has seen both price (-

AUTHENTIC GREEK YOGHURT FROM DODONI S.A.
milking, with the sole addition of yoghurt culture and without the use of preservatives.
That’s what you call real Greek yoghurt!
With its luxurious taste and high nutritional
value, DODONI yoghurt is ideal for any time of
the day, and is also available in 0%, 2% or 8%
fat variants. Looking for inspiration? Check
out www.dodoni.eu for a range of recipes.

Italy: Still A Key Category
For Consumers
The Dairy segment is valued at over €3.5
billion in Italy, representing nearly 12% of
the total food and beverage market, such is
the importance of this key category. It is
also a segment deeply linked to Italy’s farming heritage, and one that continues to grow
in terms of new-product development.
According to IRI, hypermarkets have an
average dairy assortment containing as
many as 750 SKUs, while supermarkets
have an average assortment of 430 SKUs.
That has not prevented the dairy industry
from seeing declines in volume, however,

0.1%) and volume declines (-1.3%).
Milk consumption has seen a decline in
recent years, with Italian shoppers reducing
their purchase frequency therein and demon-

Made for years and years in the same traditional way, DODONI Greek yoghurts stand
out for their high nutritional profile, unique
tangy taste and velvety texture.
DODONI uses 100% Greek milk, and produces all of its yoghurts on the same day as
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TRAFFIC-LIGHT
LABELLING
Recently, the dairy industry has fought
to curtail EU-wide efforts to roll out a
traffic-light labelling system for foods,
based on their nutritional value, due to
what it saw as the unfairly negative
labelling of dairy products. Kevin
Duggan reports.
In March of 2017, several big food companies, including Coca-Cola, Mars,
Mondeléz International, Nestlé,
PepsiCo and Unilever, announced the
launch of the Evolved Nutrition
Labelling Initiative (ENL). The initiative
seeks to create a single, consistent
nutrition-labelling scheme across
Europe to help consumers make
healthy choices. The scheme intended
to extend the UK and Irish system of
colour-coding across the Continent,
with suggestions for portion sizes.
The initiative ran into opposition from
the European Dairy Association (EDA),
which claimed that the ENL does not
adequately inform consumers about the
nutritional properties of dairy products,
such as milk. The EDA also said that the
traffic-light system is not suitable for
dairy products, which are an important
part of dietary guidelines and recommendations across the EU. It argued
that the system does not reflect the
nutritional values of dairy, such as calcium, B vitamins and protein.
“There is seriously something wrong
with a scheme where a diet-soda drink
ranks better than drinking milk,” said
Alexander Anton, the EDA’s secretary
general. The association said that a
better option would be a scheme akin
to Australia’s voluntary Health Star
Rating system, which rates the overall
nutritional profile of packaged food and
assigns it a rating from half to five
stars.
The EDA also said that wide-ranging
fat levels in dairy products already exist,
catering to different dietary preferences. Whole, semi-skimmed and
skimmed milks have been defined in EU
law since 1971.
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Increase Cheese sales are up
1.9% in Germany by volume

strating more interest in specialty milks and
non-dairy alternatives. Butter, too, has seen
volumes decline, however, this has been
influenced by quite a significant price
increase (+13.5%) in the category.
Lastly, the Cheese category appears to be
holding its position strongly, growing both
in terms of volume (0.3%) and turnover
(1.8%). This has been driven mainly by the
hard-cheese segment, a staple in many
Italian households.

France: On-Shelf Availability
Issues Affect Sales
France has seen only a marginal drop in volume for the period (-0.6%), with brands

outperforming private labels in the key Milk
and Butter categories. Price increases have
been evident across all categories. In Milk,
prices have gone up by 2.1%, in Yoghurt by
0.9%, in Cheese by 1.2%, and in Butter by
7.5% (private-label butter saw an even
greater price increase, of 8.6%).
In fact, the sharp rise in the price of butter
over the course of the year led to issues over
on-shelf availability, with a lack of product
in October and November.
Within Milk and Yoghurt, there has been
an increase in the sales of non-dairy alternatives – a trend common to many European
markets – while, overall, French consumers
are embracing organic products more often.

BELAS FETA CHEESE: AWARD-WINNING TASTE FROM GREECE
Belas Feta Cheese Vermion P.D.O. has been
honoured by the recognised International
Taste & Quality
Institute, with the
highest prize of three
Gold Stars, which
stands for Excellent
Taste. The 'Superior
Taste Award' is the
only stamp of quality
granted by food and
drink opinion leaders
comprised of Michelinstarred chefs and
sommeliers.

A protected designation of origin (PDO)
product, Belas Feta Cheese is made from 100%
fresh pasteurised sheep’s and
goat’s milk and is distinguished by
its rich taste and reliable quality. It is
exported to 30 countries worldwide. This award confirms, once
more, the commitment and continuous effort by the company to provide worldwide superior quality
products with excellent taste.

Fresh❘ Dairy
For instance, the organic share of dairy rose
one percentage point during the period, to
sit on 6.4% of overall market share.

Greece: Yoghurt And Cheese
Categories Leading The Way
While Total Dairy in Greece saw a 1.3%
decline in volumes for the period, resulting
from an overall 2.9% price increase, the
Cheese and Yoghurt categories performed
stronger here than in other European markets. Cheese volumes went up by 4.8%
despite a 0.8% price increase in the category, while Yoghurt volumes rose by 3.0% on
the back of a 1.8% price decline.
According to IRI, the increase in value and
volume sales in the Yoghurt category have
been driven by new launches therein, as well
as the efforts of major manufacturers to
enrich their portfolios with new products
and concepts. As consumer confidence
increases somewhat, Greek consumers are
also increasingly interested in high-quality
healthy products, including superfoods and
snacks with added benefits. The Yogurt category plays a central role here.
The Milk category saw both a volume (2.3%) and a pricing decline (-2.8%) – the
only market in which this is the case. IRI
data suggests that this is due to a drop in the
consumption of milk sourced from animals
– dairy alternatives are on the rise, as previously intimated – as well as consumers turning to channels other than supermarkets and
hypermarkets to make their purchases.

Germany: Big Increases In Butter
And Milk Prices
Germany’s dairy sector saw some of the
most significant price increases in Europe
last year, with the Total Dairy market
increasing by 10.7%, however, this appears
not to have dampened German consumers’
demand for dairy, with the overall category
seeing a 0.4% increase in volume sales.
On a category basis, Total Milk prices
went up by 17.6%, while butter went up by
39.3%. Interestingly, private-label brands
saw an even more significant price increase –
21.7% for milk and 52.1% for butter. In a
market in which the discounters hold such a
large share, this is significant.
Within Milk, private label accounts for
80% of the market, seeing a 2.2% decline
last year, which, in turn, led to decreasing
volume sales in the category. The level of
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Price Rises Butter price increases have
impacted category performance

promotional activity within Milk has also
declined year on year. Interestingly, Butter,
which holds an 11.2% value share of Total
Dairy, is responsible for more than one third
of total value growth in the period, such is
the level to which value sales have increased
in this category.

The Netherlands: Positive
Growth In Milk, Cheese
Price increases were also significant in the
Dutch market, with Total Dairy seeing a
6.0% price jump, and Total Milk (+12.6%)
and Butter (+24.9%) seeing pronounced
increases. Here, too, price hikes have not
heavily impacted upon dairy consumption.

Total Dairy volumes went down by 0.4%
and Total Butter volumes dropped by 0.8%,
however, the other dairy categories all saw
increases. Of these, Cheese saw the biggest
volume increase in all the European markets
included in this study, rising by 5.9%.
According to IRI, volume drivers across
the dairy sector include increased demands
for natural yoghurts and quarks, which are
becoming increasingly popular at breakfast
time – Total Yoghurt saw a 1.5% increase
in volume – and for high-protein dairy products, which are helping to boost both Milk
and Yoghurts. As with other European markets, plant-based dairy alternatives are also
gaining traction. ■

VAN DER HEIDEN KAAS - 'LEMON IS THE NEW BLACK'
Extremely tasteful with a
delicious, refreshing lemon
flavour, enriched with vitamin D and a finishing touch
of charcoal, Dilano Black Lemon has ‘goth’ it all!
Charcoal is not only interesting for creating
great pictures to show on Instagram, but
supports the purification of your body as
well. With Dilano Black Lemon, Van der
Heiden Kaas is responding to the 'blackened
food' trend, which is seen right across Europe.
This new, trendy product cannot be missed
on your cheese platter, and is very representative of modern cuisine trends. It is not just a
little different, but excitingly different!

For more information, visit
www.vanderheidenkaas.nl

